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ABSTRACT
Aesthetic style is the crux of many purchasing decisions. When
considering an item for purchase, buyers need to be aligned not
only with the functional aspects (e.g. description, category, ratings)
of an item’s specification, but also its stylistic and aesthetic aspects
(e.g. modern, classical, retro) as well. Style becomes increasingly
important on e-commerce sites like Etsy, an online marketplace
for handmade and vintage goods, where hundreds of thousands of
items can differ by style and aesthetic alone. As such, it is important
for industry recommender systems to properly model style when
understanding shoppers’ buying preference. In past work, because
of its abstract nature, style is often approached in an unsupervised
manner, represented by nameless latent factors or embeddings. As
a result, there has been no previous work on predictive models nor
analysis devoted to understanding how style, or even the presence
of style, impacts a buyer’s purchase decision.

In this paper, we discuss a novel process by which we leverage
43 named styles given by merchandising experts in order to boot-
strap large-scale style prediction and analysis of how style impacts
purchase decision. We train a supervised, style-aware deep neural
network that is shown to predict item style with high accuracy,
while generating style-aware embeddings that can be used in down-
stream recommendation tasks. We share in our analysis, based on
over a year’s worth of transaction data and show that these findings
are crucial to understanding how to more explicitly leverage style
signal in industry-scale recommender systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A buyer’s purchase preference is often shaped by a myriad of fac-
tors. These factors vary from attributes that have concrete values
such as item specification, description, ratings, and cost, to more
subjective characteristics such as aesthetics and style. At Etsy, an
online marketplace for handmade and vintage goods with over 30
million diverse listings, the ability to capture style is particularly
important as buyers often come to the site to find items that match
their eclectic tastes. In many cases, style can be the differentiating
factor between tens of thousands of items under the buyer’s consid-
eration. For example, a search on Etsy for "large canvas tote bag"
under the "Bags & Purses" category for "under $25" and "ships to
the U.S." still matches around 2,500 items. This example illustrates
that even after satisfying a number of concrete item specifications
(functionality, size, price, category, material, and shipping logistics),
the buyer is still confronted with a large number of relevant items
by which style is a major differentiating factor. As such, recom-
mender systems should explicitly model style preference in order
to holistically understand a buyer’s purchase preference.

Unfortunately, style can be difficult to define. Many buyers may
not have the vocabulary needed to describe a particular style that
they like. Items may also be associated with a mix of different
styles, or no strong style at all. This difficulty is reflected in the
diverging ways in which style-based recommender systems have
been approached in the past. Broadly speaking, there have been
two approaches to represent style: (1) as a latent space, learned in
an unsupervised manner, that tries to explain why certain groups of
items are preferred by users over others [9, 11, 13, 16, 28], or (2) as
a disparate collection of low-level attributes, such as color, material,
texture, depth-of-field and other visual cues [1, 17, 22, 24, 32]. Both
approaches, for the most part, end up rendering style in a nameless
and un-interpretable manner, showing only how it can be used
to improve overall recommendation accuracy, but imparts little
insight into how distinctive styles, or even the presence of style,
impacts the way buyers interact with them.

In contrast, merchandising experts view style in very concrete
terms, and often refer to styles by name. For them, style is the
vocabulary which one can use to evaluate whether or not an item
is beautiful or aesthetically pleasing [35]. Though there exists a
potentially infinite number of different styles, over time, specific
stylistic names have emerged in the community to loosely describe
aesthetically similar groupings for ease of communication. Some of
these styles are rooted in historical art and cultural movements and
time periods (e.g. Mid-century modern, Art Nouveau, Hollywood
Regency); others have simply developed from modern-day culture
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Figure 1: Test examples that scored highest for each style class, according to the style classifier described in Section 3.

to reflect the diverse niches of lifestyles and interests (e.g. Romantic
Goth, Wanderlust, Cottage, Boho Chic, Woodland).

In this paper, we propose a novel method that blends the best
of both worlds: We leverage domain expertise to extract latent
style embeddings in a supervised manner that preserves the inter-
pretability of the representation. More specifically, we obtain a list
of 43 style classes from merchandising experts and collect a labeled
"ground truth" dataset of items that belong to each of the style
classes using implicit search log data. We then train a multi-modal,
style-aware neural network using both text and image features that
can: (1) generate low-dimensional embeddings that meaningfully
capture style, and (2) classify items into one of the 43 style classes.

We evaluate our style model by deploying the learned embed-
dings as a candidate set in a production listing-to-listing recom-
mender system and find that the new method produces recom-
mendations that are more similar in style. We also show that the
multi-modal style classifier achieves high accuracy over other com-
petitive baselines on two labeled datasets, one derived from implicit
feedback, and the other produced by merchandising experts. Using
the style classifier, we obtain style predictions for all 50 Million
active items on Etsy.com and use these predictions to understand
how styles vary against taxonomies, seasons, and price ranges, as
well as shopping behavior such as user favoriting, searching, and
purchasing. Among our findings, we show that items with a strong
Strength of Style (any style) are significantly correlated with more
favorites, and more purchases. We also find that certain styles are
purchased more or less frequently, depending on the season or
occasion. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first system to
(1) learn interpretable styles based on expert annotation that gen-
eralizes across all e-commerce related categories, and (2) perform a
large-scale analysis of how style impacts shopping behavior.

2 RELATEDWORK
The concept of visual style has been the subject of much discussion
in past literature and touches on several different bodies of work,
including visual and style-aware recommender systems, as well as
models that focus on predicting styles or other related visual cues.

Before discussing visual style, we first describe general, visually-
aware systems in which learned models detect or segment objects
that are present in an image or scene [3, 7, 31]. Earlier work in
this field made use of hand-crafted features and focused on sliding
window classification [4, 5, 29], while more recent work leverages
the power of CNNs and R-CNNs [6–8, 21, 37]. There have also been
efforts to fuse image and text signals to achieve useful mid-level
semantic representations and higher performance [2, 10, 18–20].

In recent years, many recommender systems have come to lever-
age image-recognition methods to improve recommender systems
by finding visually similar items to aid in product discovery [14, 34,
36] or to understand user visual preferences to better personalize
recommended items [13, 23]. This body of work is more concerned
with identifying the identity of the object present, as opposed to
understanding the style of the object. Of greater relevance to our
proposed work are those visual recommender systems that have
been developed for the online fashion industry, where explicit cloth-
ing items (e.g. blouse, pants, hat) are “parsed" [33], and visual at-
tributes are extracted from each item in order to perform such tasks
as judging clothing compatibility and fashionability [11, 12, 16, 27].

In general, some systems try to exploit the visual language of
style, using a variety of low-level visual clues, such as image color,
material, and texture to collectively model style [1, 17, 22, 24, 32].
Others represent style as latent spaces or embeddings that are
learned by way of implicit user feedback, generalizing upon the
idea that, for example, two t-shirts or two cups should have similar
“style embeddings" if they are frequently favorited or purchased
together by the same user, or same group of users [9, 13, 16, 23, 28].

While our proposed model is motivated by various multi-modal
approaches for extracting image and text features, we optimize
for style prediction instead of object detection. We also do so in
a supervised manner by leveraging domain expertise such that
the underlying system can give interpretable results, leading to
more explainable recommendations. Most previous style-based rec-
ommender systems are also confined to a single domain, such as
fashion, or artwork, rendering them sub-optimal for general e-
commerce sites that span across many different product categories.



Our work specifically addresses styles that are diverse enough to
capture user taste across all categories relevant to e-commerce.

3 STYLE MODEL

Figure 2: Neural Network Architecture to combine Image
and Text (Tf-idf) features.

In order to explicitly understand how style impacts buyers’ shop-
ping behavior, we first develop a style recognition model that is
capable of capturing the subjective notions of aesthetic and visual
design of an item. In this section, we describe a supervised learning
approach that learns a style representation for each item by collect-
ing ground-truth labels from implicit feedback logs and extracting
both text and image features. The outcome and application of this
style representation are discussed next in Section 4.

3.1 Large-scale Style Data Collection
One of the central limitations of learning style-aware models in
supervised fashion is the lack of labeled data for training. There
are several reasons for why obtaining this type of labeled data is
challenging: First, it can be difficult to define what “style" means, let
alone decide what the different style classes should be. Even across
existing style-based work, the nature of style classes vary: e.g. some
focus on image-quality [6–8, 21? ], others focus on a coherence of
theme [11, 12, 16, 27]. Second, having decided on a consistent style
definition and a set of style classes, significant time and domain
expertise is required to provide a manually annotated dataset. Even
if this is achieved, this method is not scalable for obtaining a dataset
that is large enough to properly train a neural network.

At Etsy, we address these limitations by leveraging two unique
aspects of the Etsy marketplace. First, we invite experts on the
Etsy merchandising team to select a set of 42 styles that, from their
experience, capture buyers’ taste across all 15 top-level categories
on Etsy. These styles vary from visual art styles (mid-century, art
nouveau) to emotional themes (fun and humor, inspirational) to
lifestyles (boho, farmhouse) and cultural trends (memphis, scandi,
hygge). Second, we take advantage of the fact that a small population
of Etsy buyers are, in fact, familiar with different stylistic names,
and use them in their search queries (e.g. “mid-century modern
nightstand").

From this, we are able to collect a large-scale dataset of “ground
truth" examples for each of the 42 style classes. We do so by con-
sidering any search query that contains the text of one of the style

classes. For each of these queries, we assign that style as the ground
truth label to all items that the user interacted with from the search
results for that query. For example, for a user who searched “art
deco ring", the items the user clicked on, favorited, added-to-cart
and purchased within the same search query session were assigned
to the “art deco" class. In this way, we are trusting buyers who are
savvy with style names on Etsy to implicitly provide style-based
feedback for our training set. By considering only the items that
were interacted with, we have more confidence that these items
accurately embody the style in question. Based on this idea, we are
able to collect a large labeled dataset of about 3 million instances
just by considering query logs from the month of September, 2018.
In addition, we generate a negative class, called others, by sam-
pling the interacted listings from the queries that do no contain any
of the 42 style keywords, hence leaving us with 43 style classes.

3.2 Supervised Learning of Style
Using the data collection approach discussed above, we train a deep
neural network that learns a fused text and image representation
that can best distinguish between the 43 different style classes for
any item. We discuss the text and image features used, as well as
the neural network architecture in turn below.

3.2.1 Text Features. Etsy sellers spend a lot of time optimizing the
title and tags of their listings with keywords that best summarize
different aspects of their listing. These keywords not only offer in-
sight into the functional aspects of the listing, but also the stylistic
aspects as well, often covering attributes such as: color, taxonomy,
materials, time periods, patterns, etc. We compute a TF-IDF feature
using a Boolean Term Frequency model for each listing that incor-
porates all of the text contained in the title and tags of a listing.
We then use feature hashing [26, 30] to reduce the dimensionality
of the TF-IDF feature space from 1.3M to 50k dimensions. This
allows us to use more expensive, non-linear models such as neural
networks, which perform more effectively with dense vectors.

We also note that our data collection method (Section 3.1) may
suffer from bias when the text features themselves contain corre-
sponding style keywords. While these features will, no doubt, be
highly predictive of the style, we want the model to learn features
that generalize well beyond the style keyword itself. To mitigate
this, we filter out all terms that contain a style keyword before
computing the hashed TF-IDF feature. We do this in order to ensure
the robustness of our training setup and to ensure that our model
generalizes to listings that don’t explicitly have such style keywords
as features, but still may fall into a style class.

3.2.2 Image Features. Images offer a rich source of information
that is typically complementary to the textual features. Especially
for style, the influence of visual aesthetic cannot be understated. On
Etsy, each seller is given the opportunity to upload up to 10 images
per listing. We proceed to extract features from these images using
a Deep Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). Instead of using
the raw features learned from a pre-trained network (most often
optimized for object detection), we fine-tune a model based on our
labeled dataset of 43 style classes in order to learn image-based
mid-level representations that are style-aware.

We chose the Resnet50 architecture [8] as it offered a good bal-
ance between model complexity and accuracy versus infrastructure
constraints such as GPU memory or time per epoch. The input to



the Resnet50 model is an image of size 224 x 224 pixels. Listing
images often vary in size so various transformations including re-
sizing and normalization are done before feeding them into the
deep neural network. Before fine-tuning the Resnet model we re-
place the last fully connected layer (1000 neurons) with a new fully
connected layer of 43 neurons. The output of this 43 neuron layer is
passed through a softmax function to give a probability distribution
over the 43 styles. Figure 2 shows our retraining setup.

Apart from re-training this last linear layer, we subsequently
tried retraining the last n layers. The hypothesis here is that earlier
layers are learning structural and foundational components of an
image (that may be agnostic to something like detecting objects
versus learning style), and the last few layers are fine-tuning the
objective function towards a specific problem domain (e.g. the learn-
ing of style). (We would like to retrain the full network in future
iterations.) Table 1 confirms this hypothesis as accuracy increases
when retrained on the last two layers of Resnet50 instead of the
last one. There are, however, diminishing returns in performance
when n > 2.

Model N-Last Layers Retrained Accuracy
Alexnet 1 0.149
Resnet50 1 0.294
Resnet50 2 0.392
Resnet50 3 0.388

Table 1: Accuracy from retraining N-Last layers

3.2.3 Neural Network Architecture. To build the final style model,
we use a two layer neural network (Figure 2) to combine the image
and text features described above in non-linear fashion. The image
features are from the final layer output of the retrained Resnet as
detailed in Section 3.2.2. The text features are the TF-IDF values
computed on the titles and tags of items, and then hashed to a
vector of size 50, 000, as described in Section 3.2.1. The image and
text vectors are then concatenated to obtain a 50, 043-dimensional
vector that is used as input into the neural network model.

The neural network itself consists of a single fully connected
hidden layer of 50 neurons. The final output layer is a fully con-
nected layer with 43 neurons followed by softmax. We optimize for
cross-entropy loss in our training. We note that the image features
described in Section 3.2.2 are trained separately and used as input
into this stage of the model. We trained our neural network model
using Pytorch[25] with a batch size of 512 documents, initial learn-
ing rate of 0.1, adam for stochastic optimization, a training dataset
of size 2 million instances and a test dataset size of 700,000 instances.
96 loader worker threads were used for loading the dataset on to
the GPU. Each training epoch roughly took 15 mins on a single
GPU core. Our early stopping criteria was that training loss not
change for 3 consecutive epochs with a max of 20 epochs. In total
our model had about 2.5 million parameters.

4 EXPERIMENTS AND APPLICATIONS
In this section, we discuss two applications of the style model
described in the previous section: (1) to predict the style of all items
on Etsy, and (2) to extract mid-level style-aware representations
that are useful for downstream recommender system tasks.

NO. Structure Features Accuracy
1 MLR TF-IDF 0.592
2 NN TF-IDF 0.752
3 CNN Image 0.535
4 MLR TF-IDF + Image 0.710
5 NN TF-IDF + Image 0.762

Table 2: Accuracy Results from Training different style clas-
sification models.

4.1 Style Prediction
As detailed in earlier sections, because of the time and domain
expertise required, its impractical to get a style classification for
all 50 million active listings on etsy. Examining the search queries
with style keywords does not scale as only about 3% of the search
queries contain a style keyword and correspondingly only a few
items are interacted for those queries. Thus, we hope to leverage
our style predictor to gather this style label for all our listings for
downstream tasks.

We formulate our style prediction problem as a supervised, multi-
class classification problem, in which the end goal is to classify each
item into one of the 43 style classes. To perform this classification,
we use the multi-modal neural network described in Section 3.2.3,
and use the final 43-dimensional softmax output as our predicted
probability class vector. We assign the class with the highest score
as the final prediction. We can also use the 43-dimensional output
to understand the mixture of different styles that are present in
the item, as an item can often embody the characteristics of one or
more style.

Table 2 shows the style prediction accuracy on our held-out
test set (25% of the overall training set). We compare the accuracy
against several ablation baselines to evaluate the effectiveness our
proposed model, and describe each in turn below:

• Text + MLR: Multinomial Logistic Regression with text fea-
tures only.

• Text + NN: 2-layer Neural Network with text features only.
• Images + CNN: Convolution Neural Network with a listings
primary image only.

• Text + Image + MLR: Multi-nomial Logistic Regression
with the concatenated text and image feature vectors.

We can see from the results in Table 2, neural network models
are able to better predict the style of a listing and using image
features in addition to text features helps in improving the final
accuracy.We picked the neural network model that combines image
and text features and gives an accuracy of about 76% as the final
model for downstream tasks. The addition of images over text gives
a pretty negligible benefit. We hypothesis that this is due to the
images providing limited new information versus text. To address
this, in future iterations, we would like to explore jointly training
the image feature model (modified Resnet50 detailed in Section
3.2.2) and the final text + image feature style classifier.

4.2 Style Embeddings
In addition to style prediction, we describe an important, second
application of our model: the ability to extract low-dimensional,
style-aware representations that can capture style succinctly. To



Figure 3: Nearest Neighbors for listings based on TF-IDF Vector & Style Embeddings

obtain this low-dimensional representation, we extract the penulti-
mate layer of the neural network, giving us a 50-dimension vector,
which we refer to as style embeddings. In this hidden layer output,
the neural network tries to learn lower dimension embeddings that
are most predictive of the final output label without having to label
each listing as a particular style. This helps it represent the listing
as a dense vector that best captures the correlations of different
input text and image features with different style categories. This
particular representation can be very useful in downstream tasks,
such as a style-aware recommender system, as we discuss later in
Section 4.2.2.

To evaluate the quality of these learned embeddings, we examine
which characteristics of style have been captured and whether or
not they align with our own intuition of style.

Style Similarity Within a Shop or Taxonomy. Sellers often
adhere to a consistent style across all the items that they sell. As
such, we expect that a pair of listings drawn from the same shop
will have more similar style embeddings than if the pairs were
drawn at random. In Table 3, we compare the cosine similarity
between the style embeddings from different pairs of listings, across
same/different shops, as well as same/different taxonomies. It is
clear that style embeddings between pairs of listings from the same
shop have a higher cosine similarity than listings from different
shops, confirming our intuition of within-shop style coherence.
In addition, we note that our style embeddings also capture some
notion of taxonomy, as pairs of listings from the same taxonomy
have higher similarity scores across the board.

Style Similarity among User Preferences. We perform the
same type of evaluation as above, but with the hypothesis that
groups of items favorited or purchased by the same user should
also have similar style. In Table 4 we compare the cosine similarity
of pairs of listings purchased by the same user vs a pair of listings
purchased by different users, and we find a statistically significant
difference in the mean of their distributions. The trend is the same

Same Shop Different Shop
Same Taxonomy 0.649 0.558

Different Taxonomy 0.601 0.521
* Any two values in the table differ statistically significantly.

Table 3: Cosine Similarity between pairs of listings from dif-
ferent (or same) shop and taxonomy

Purchase Favorite
Same User 0.877 0.871

Different User 0.856 0.851
* Any two values in the table differ statistically significantly.

Table 4: Cosine Similarity between pairs of listings from dif-
ferent (or same) user that were purchased or favorited

when we consider user favorites. This confirms our intuition that
our style embeddings are able to capture the stylistically similar
patterns in users’ favoriting and purchasing behavior.

4.2.1 Quantifying Style Similarity. One application of these style
embeddings is the ability to efficiently quantify how stylistically
similar two listings are. We can do this by retrieving the nearest
neighbors of a target listing based on its cosine similarity with
other listings. We use Faiss[15], a library for efficient similarity
search, to retrieve the nearest neighbors for each listing in the style
embedding space.

In Figure 3we show some examples of the top 4 nearest neighbors
of a target listing based on both its text-based and style-based cosine
similarity. Compared to the text-based nearest neighbors, the style-
based nearest neighbors capture more stylistic similarity as opposed
to content-based similarity. For example, in the first row the target
listing is a geometric bag. Subsequently, all style-based items are



bags with different geometric patterns and shapes. In contrast,
the text-based nearest neighbors are other satchels and bags that
have title keywords in common with the target listing but do not
necessarily capture the geometric style aspects of the bag.

4.2.2 Online Experiment: Style-based Recommender System. In or-
der to evaluate the effectiveness of stylistic similarity, we use the
style embeddings in a production listing-to-listing recommenda-
tions module that is served to live traffic. For this module, recom-
mendations are obtained through a two-pass ranking system: First,
the relevant candidate listings are generated using nearest neigh-
bor search (called candidate set selection); second, candidate listings
are re-ranked using a more expensive model to produce the final
ordered list of recommendations.

For the control of the experiment, candidate set selection is pow-
ered by an embedding trained on sequences of user actions during
a session using a skip gram model [38]. This base embedding pro-
vides a 100-dimension vector per listing which incorporates some
notion of item similarity. For the treatment of the experiment, we
incorporate our style embedding by appending a normalized style
embedding to the base embedding, resulting in a 150-dimensional
vector. The second-pass re-ranker remains unchanged.

For this experiment, online test result were very promising. The
key metric of interest here was the average order value, which is
one of the most important business metric at Etsy. Based on CLT
with null hypothesis, control is better than treatment, the p-value
from one-tailed z-test is 0.096, which means, under 0.1 significance
level, we can conclude that style-embedding drives more revenue
in our recommender system.

5 STYLE ANALYSIS
A particularly useful and novel application of the style prediction
task described in Section 4.1 is the ability to infer style labels for
all 50 million active listings on Etsy. We use the style-labeled list-
ings to perform the first ever large-scale analysis on how different
aesthetic styles impact e-commerce shopping behavior. For each of
the analysis studies done below, we describe how this can better
inform sellers on how to tailor their products. It also informs our
recommender and search systems on how to better use predicted
style to match user preferences in the future.

(a) Celestial (b) Floral (c) Geometric (d) Tropical

Figure 4: Four different styles from the same taxonomy

5.1 Style, Taxonomy, and Purchaseability
To begin, we first study some basic relationships between the style,
taxonomy, and purchaseability of a listing. At Etsy, all listings are
categorized into 15 top-level taxonomies, such as Jewelry, Clothing,
Craft Supplies, etc. We first show that style and taxonomy are, in
fact, highly dependent. We confirm this with a Chi-square test on
the corresponding two-way contingency table, formulating the null
hypothesis as style and taxonomy are independent. The resulting

χ2 statistic equals to 4291379 with degree of freedom equals 588.
The corresponding p-value is 0.000, which confirms the dependency.
We further investigate this dependency by analyzing taxonomy dis-
tributions for each style. Here, we measure the divergence between
the taxonomy distribution for each specific style and the default
taxonomy distribution over all listings using KL divergence. We
show the 3 styles that deviate the most from the default taxonomy
distribution (e.g. have the highest KL scores) in Figure 5 and see
that a common characteristic is that all styles are heavily dominated
by a single taxonomy class with proportion around 50%. This may
inform sellers that it may make sense to focus on small subset of
styles that are most dependent on the taxonomy that their products
fall under.

We also show in Figure 6 the top 5 styles of 2018 by both total
order value (revenue) and total quantity (purchase count). We see
that items from fun and humor and rustic styles are particularly
successful from a purchaseability standpoint.

30.4%

8.9%

13.9%

46.8%

Clothing Accessories
Bags & Purses Everything Else

(a) Sporty

30.2%

9.0%

8.1%

52.7%

Clothing Accessories
Craft Supplies Everything Else

(b) 90s

17.1%

11.3%

12.1%
59.5%

Home & Living Craft Supplies
Art Everything Else

(c) Farmhouse

Figure 5: The taxonomy distribution for 3 styles that have
the largest deviation from the taxonomy distribution of the
general population of items

(a) Top 5 Styles in TOV (b) Top 5 styles in TQ

Figure 6: Top 5 styles in 2018 total order value and total order
quantity

5.2 How Strength of Style Impacts Behavior
In this analysis, we describe a measure for how strongly a single
style is exhibited in a particular listing and refer to this measure as
strength of style (SS). Given the 43-dimension predicted probability
vector over styles, p = [p1,p2, . . . ,p43], we hypothesize that this
measure of strength of style (SS) determined by the statistical dis-
persion will be a strong signal for predicting user behavior. For an
extreme case, a listing with one pi equal to 1 and all others 0 is re-
garded as having the strongest strength of style while a listing with
a uniform distribution over styles is the weakest one, meaning low
dispersion transfers to strong strength of style and vice versa. There
are several dispersion measures in statistics, like entropy and Gini



impurity (IG ) and we chose the latter to construct SS metric since
compared with entropy, IG is bounded, which makes comparison
and understanding easier. We define

SS = 1 − IG (p) = 1 −
43∑
i=1

pi (1 − pi ) ∈ (0, 1]

Clearly, higher value of SS means stronger strength of style.
The empirical distribution of SS given more than 14-million

active listings from Etsy is presented in Figure 7a. The peak around
SS equals to 1 indicates that Etsy has relatively large proportion of
listings with strong strength of style. The rest part of SS is roughly
uniformly distributed and the drop around 0 to 0.2 shows that we
have fewer listings with low strength of style listings.

(a) Empirical distribution of SS on Etsy active listings

(b) SS = 1.000 (c) SS = 0.492 (d) SS = 0.030

Figure 7: SS distribution and 3 listing examples with high,
medium and low SS

We showed 3 listings as examples for high, medium and low
strength of style in Figure 7. We can see that the wall art-decor in
Figure 7b, which has the highest SS, has sailboat, anchor and whale;
all of which are directly related to a nautical style. The avocado
plush note holder in Figure 7c is very cute and funny, and holds
a romantic note "you are my other half". Based on our prediction
results, it has high probabilities on both romantic and fun and humor.
Due to the mixture of the styles, it has SS equals to 0.49, which
represents medium level strength of style. The black vest in Figure
7d shows no particular style and SS is a low value of 0.03. In the
sections below, we examine the impact of a listing’s strength of
style on favoriting and purchasing behavior.

5.2.1 Strength of Style relating to Favoriting Behavior. Compared
with clicks and impressions, favoriting an item is an interaction
with higher intent since it directly discloses both users’ preference
and potential purchase motive. We try to understand whether users
aremore likely to favorite the listings with stronger strength of style.
Rather than a pure prediction problem with strength of style as a
feature and favorite count as the response, we focused on explain-
ing the relationship between them statistically. Besides the strength

of style, style and taxonomy indicators should be considered si-
multaneously since both of them may have heterogeneous impacts
on user’s favorite behavior. In addition, compared with marginally
understanding the role of strength of style, the conditional effect
by controlling both taxonomy and style is more convincing.

We sampled nearly 13-million listing favorite records that cover
more than 2 million unique favorited listings from Etsy for analysis.
As described above, the response of interest is the favorite count,
CFav, with three kinds of features: strength of style (SS), style and
taxonomy. In the regression equation 1 below,T indicates taxonomy
set with cardinality 14, S means style set with cardinality 42 and 1
is the corresponding one-hot encoded dummy variable.

CFav = β0 + βSS · SS +
∑
i ∈T

βi · 1i +
∑
j ∈S

βj · 1j + ε (1)

Surprisingly, based on OLS estimation results, none of the taxon-
omy indicators has a statistically significant coefficient but 35 out
of 42 style indicators are significant under 0.05 significance level.
Moreover, SS is not only positive but also significant and F-test
result validates the whole regression model. Detailed estimation
and testing results are shown in Table 5.

The model tells us that in terms of favorite count, taxonomy
does not have strong explanatory power with respects to favorit-
ing behavior but style does. More importantly, the positive and
significant coefficient of SS explains that users prefer to favorite
listings with strong strength of style. A scatter plot for SS and CFav
is shown in figure 8a, where the overall increasing trend between
SS and favorite count is clearly showed.

Response βSS F-test
coefficient p-value D.O.F p-value

CFav 79.185 0.000 (57, 2247824) 0.000
CPur 4.039 0.000 (58, 7356954) 0.000

Table 5: Favorite count and purchase count regression mod-
els estimation and testing results

5.2.2 Strength of Style relating to Purchase Behavior. Compared
with favoriting, purchasing is an interaction with even higher intent
as it is expressing the user’s final shopping decision. We perform
an analysis similar to the prior section 5.2.1 for purchases, hoping
to understand whether users are more interested in buying listings
with high Strength of Style by taking purchase counts CPur as a
response. The data we used for analysis here is a random sample
of 2018 whole year transaction data which contains nearly 10-
million transaction records that covers more than 7-million unique
purchased listings. A slightly different part is that we also consider
listing price, P , as a feature in regression model since favoriting
comes with no cost but purchasing does. The regression model is
shown below in equation 2.

CPur = β0 + βSS · SS + βP · P +
∑
i ∈T

βi · 1i +
∑
j ∈S

βj · 1j + ε (2)

Very different from the favorite model testing results, 12 out of 14
taxonomy indicators and 33 out of 42 style ones are significant under
0.05 significance level. Price is not only negative but also significant,
which makes sense because of price advantage. Moreover, SS is not
only positive but also significant as well and F-test result validates



the whole regression model. Detailed estimation and testing results
are shown in Table 5.

The model tells us that in terms of purchase count, both taxon-
omy and style have strong explanatory power to purchase behavior.
More importantly, the positive and significant coefficient of SS ex-
plains that users prefer to purchase listings with strong Strength of
Style. A scatter plot for SS andCPur is shown in figure 8b, where the
overall increasing trend between SS and purchase count is clearly
showed. These two regression models inform Etsy sellers that they
should create listings that have a single, strong style as opposed to
no style or a blend of different styles.

(a) Favorite (b) Purchase

Figure 8: Scatter plots for both favorite count and purchase
count versus SS, indicating an upward trend between SS and
favoriting/purchase behavior

5.3 Seasonality Behind Shopping on Style
Studying cyclical patterns behind users’ shopping behavior is a
long-time researched topic in e-commerce as seasonality heavily
impacts users’ decision making. Therefore, incorporating seasonal
signals into both recommender system and search ranking models
can provide a better user experience by matching users’ temporal
shopping preference. With curiosity, we studied the purchase sea-
sonality in terms of style and tried to understand the important
insights behind it.

The dataset we used for seasonality study contains nearly 80-
million transactions, which is a random sample from Etsy’s trans-
action records in 2018. The quantity under interest here is normal-
ized daily purchase quantity (NDPQ) per style, which is a ratio
equalivent to daily purchase quantity per style divided by daily
purchase quantity across all styles. For seasonality research, the
normalization method we used is very necessary for Etsy data as it
counteracts the overall trend for all styles, like shopping for holiday
gifts that Etsy is very famous for.

For time series data, stationarity is an important property as it
describes both fixed mean and fixed variance free of time index.
In our study, stationary NDPQ represents stability of purchasing
behavior, which implies there exist no specific shopping trend of
that style across the whole year. Therefore, more attention should
be paid to the styles with non-stationary NDPQs and to understand-
ing the reason behind the non-stationarity. We applied augmented
Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test for 43 styles’ NDPQs and based on signifi-
cance level equals 0.05, 16 styles, like preppy, Hollywood regency,
etc, are stationary while 27 styles are not. One stationary style
example (preppy) and 5 non-stationary ones are shown in Figure 9.
Here, we see that the trends derived from the style prediction give
fairly intuitive results and align with merchandising experts.

(a) Preppy (b) Romantic (c) Farmhouse

(d) Inspirational (e) Fun and Humor (f) Tropical

Figure 9: 6 styles NDPQs across 2018 (with light blue back-
ground for Jan, Mar, May, Jul, Sep and Nov)

For example, romantic has a clear peak around February for
Valentine’s Day, while tropical peaks in the warmer months. The
style farmhouse is a warm and cozy style, often associated with
colder months and the season of fall, thus peaking in November.
Inspirational is a style that is popular during graduation (May/June),
as well as the time leading up to a new Year (December) as gifts
with motivational quotes are exchanged. Similarly, the style fun and
humor is often applied to t-shirts and cards, and are common for
Father’s Day gifts as well as stocking stuffers during the holidays.
Altogether, this analysis can help inform sellers as to how to tailor
their products to certain styles during different times of the year.

5.4 Search Behavior on Style
We further analyzed the search log data to specifically show the
potential use cases of style in order to improve search ranking
models. We have the hypothesis that users are more interested in
interacting with the listings belonging to a few preferred styles in
search results. In order to verify our assumption, we measure the
difference between averaged interacted listings style distribution
(p̄Inter) and averaged showed or impression level listings style dis-
tribution (p̄Imp) for some queries. More specifically, under a specific
query session, we collected all clicked, favorited, added-to-cart and
purchased listings as interacted listings and averaged their style
distributions to represent the user’s preferred style distribution for
this query, which is p̄Inter in equation 3. For the counterpart, we
also measure the style distribution of shown search results for the
same specific query, p̄Imp in equation 3. In order to capture how
much the style distribution preference of the user deviates from
that of the shown listings for each query, we quantify how different
the two distributions are. We chose Jensen-Shannon divergence
(JSD) as the metric since it is both symmetric and bounded with
range from 0 to 1. The equation for JSD is showed in equation 4.

p̄Inter =

∑
i ∈Inter pi
#Inter

, p̄Imp =

∑
j ∈Imp pj

#Imp
(3)

JSD
(
p̄Inter | | p̄Imp

)
=

KL
(
p̄Inter | | p̄Avg

)
+ KL

(
p̄Imp | | p̄Avg

)
2

(4)

where p̄Avg = (p̄Inter + p̄Imp)/2 and KL(· | | ·) is Kullback-Leibler
divergence.



Figure 10: Barplots about JSD distributions for 10 top queries
from Etsy with "art-deco ring" as baseline

We chose the top 10 queries from Etsy, as well as the query
"art-deco ring", a popular query that explicitly contains style words
as baseline for analysis. In each query session, there is one JSD
score which measures the difference between user’s preferred style
distribution and the style distribution of all showed listings. Hence,
we can aggregate by the same query to get a distribution of JSD
for the 11 queries we considered, which is shown as 11 boxplots
in Figure 10. From Figure 10, all 10 top queries JSD medians are
obviously larger than the baseline, meaning that there exists a
relatively large degree of mis-matched style distributions relative
to user style preferences for our current top 10 queries. A potential
solution is to better incorporate style into search ranking models
or provide guided search options based on style.

6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Etsy is a global community based marketplace where people come
together to buy and sell unique items. The influence of aesthetic
style on listings can not be understated yet until now we did not
have the necessary tools and framework to study it. In this paper
we proposed a style predictive model to better understand the influ-
ence of style on our listing inventory. We leverage 43 named styles
given bymerchandising experts in order to setup a supervised, style-
aware deep neural network model for predicting a listings style. We
detailed how we generate style-aware embeddings using the same
model and showed one of its application in a downstream recom-
mender task. With the help of these embeddings we performed the
first ever large scale analysis to understand how aesthetic styles im-
pact e-commerce purchase behavior. This gave us insights into how
our recommender and search systems can better leverage predicted
styles of a listing to match user preferences.
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